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Abstract

Inclusion-based program analyses are implemented by adding new edges to directed graphs. In most analyses, there are many different ways to add a transitive edge between two nodes, namely through each different path connecting the nodes. This path redundancy limits the scalability of these analyses. We present projection merging, a technique to reduce path redundancy. Combined with cycle elimination [7], projection merging achieves orders of magnitude speedup of analysis time on programs over that of using cycle elimination alone.

1 Introduction

Many constraint-based program analyses can be expressed in terms of set inclusion constraints. These analyses include shape analysis, closure analysis, soft typing systems, receiver-class analysis for object-oriented programs, and points-to analysis for pointer-based programs, among others [4, 5, 8, 11, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22].

Inclusion-based constraint systems are commonly represented as directed graphs. Nodes represent abstract program values and edges represent the set inclusion relation. For example, the constraints $X \subseteq Y \subseteq Z$ are represented by the directed graph with nodes $X, Y,$ and $Z$ and directed edges $(X, Y)$ and $(Y, Z)$ for the inclusion:

Solving constraints can be viewed as adding new edges to the graph to denote relationships implied by the initial system. By making implied constraints explicit, it becomes straightforward to answer queries about whether particular relationships hold. In the example above, adding the edge $(X, Z)$ makes explicit the implied constraint $X \subseteq Z$:

It is well-known that solving many forms of inclusion constraints reduces to computing the dynamic transitive closure of the underlying graph representation, or equivalently to a context-free grammar reachability problem [17]. Thus, the worst case complexity of the best known algorithms for many inclusion-based analyses is cubic in the size of the analyzed program [13, 17]. Standard implementations of these analyses are efficient for small to medium size programs, but usually do not scale to large programs.

There are several reasons that straightforward implementations are impractical:

1. Memory Requirement
   The transitive closure of a directed graph with $n$ nodes may have $O(n^2)$ edges. Standard implementations compute an explicit representation of the transitive closure and therefore may consume a lot of memory.

2. Cyclic Constraints
   For inclusion constraints, if there is a cycle of inclusions (constraints of the form $X_1 \subseteq X_2 \subseteq X_3 \ldots \subseteq X_m \subseteq X_1$ where the $X_i$'s are set variables), up to $m^2$ edges may be added between the nodes on the cycle. This is undesirable because these variables are obviously equivalent in all solutions of the constraints.

3. Redundant Paths
   In constraint graphs, there are usually many different ways to add a transitive edge, namely through the many different paths that connect two nodes.

In [7], the authors present a simple but effective cycle elimination algorithm addressing the problem of cyclic constraints. Andersen’s points-to analysis [5], a cubic time algorithm, is used as a case study.

In the same paper, the authors propose a representation of inclusion constraints, called inductive form, which helps overcome the problem of high memory usage. Instead of explicitly representing the least solution, an implicit representation is maintained. This implicit representation is sparser than standard implementations and is better suited for use with the suggested cycle elimination algorithm. A separate post-processing phase is needed to compute the least solution of the constraints. The separation into these two phases also helps reduce memory usage.

However, the problem of redundant paths is not addressed in [7]. The techniques in [7] are very effective for
programs up to 50,000 lines of preprocessed code, but even for these programs, the problem with redundant paths is evident. For example, for the largest program considered in [7], redundant edge additions dominate (see [7], Table 3). On average, each transitive edge is added in four different ways.

This paper addresses the problem of redundant paths via a technique called projection merging. Combined with cycle elimination, projection merging yields orders of magnitude speedup for large programs.

The basic insight of the technique is the observation that inductive form treats different kinds of edges differently: variable-variable edges (edges between two variables) are less likely to be added than source-sink edges (edges between two constructed terms). Thus, translating the constraint graphs to expose more variable-variable paths can reduce redundant edge additions. Projection merging itself is quite simple to explain and implement, but the analysis of its behavior is subtle because of positive interactions with cycle elimination.

To validate the technique, we study the same points-to analysis for C [5,21] used in [7] (see Appendix A for a brief description of the analysis). gimp, a program that before preprocessing has more than 440,000 non-comment lines of C, can be analyzed in less than half an hour with projection merging and cycle elimination. With cycle elimination alone, the analysis did not finish after more than 33 hours of processing.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the constraint language and inductive form. Section 3 presents projection merging. Section 4 presents experimental results to demonstrate the efficacy of the technique. Section 5 discusses related work, and Section 6 concludes.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce a constraint language and standard resolution rules. We also present inductive form, the particular constraint graph representation we use.

2.1 Set Constraints

This subsection covers basic material on set constraints. In particular, we work with a subset of the full language of set constraints [2,12]. Constraints are of the form \( L \subseteq R \), where \( L \) and \( R \) are set expressions. Set expressions consist of set variables \( X, Y, \ldots \) drawn from a countable set of variables \( Vars \), terms constructed from \( n \)-ary constructors \( c \in Con \), projection expressions, an empty set 0, and a universal set 1.

\[
L, R \in se ::\ = X \mid c(se_1, \ldots, se_n) \mid proj(c, i, se) \mid 0 \mid 1
\]

Each constructor \( c \) is given a unique signature \( S \), specifying the arity and variance of \( c \). Intuitively, a constructor \( c \) is covariant in an argument if the set denoted by a term \( c(\ldots) \) becomes larger as the argument increases. Similarly, a constructor \( c \) is contravariant in an argument if the set denoted by a term \( c(\ldots) \) becomes smaller as the argument increases.

**Definition 2.1 (Positive and Negative Positions)** In a constraint \( se \subseteq se' \), we say the set expression \( se \) appears positively and the set expression \( se' \) appears negatively. The position of a subexpression is defined inductively.

\[
S \cup \{ X \subseteq X \} \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ se \subseteq 1 \} \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ 0 \subseteq se \} \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ e_1, \ldots, e_i, \ldots, e_n \} \subseteq S \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ \{ se \subseteq se' \} \} \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ \{ se_1 \subseteq se \} \} \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ \{ se \subseteq se' \} \} \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ \{ se \subseteq 0 \} \} \implies S
\]
\[
S \cup \{ \{ 0 \subseteq se \} \} \implies S
\]

**Figure 1: Resolution rules**

- If \( e_1, \ldots, e_i, \ldots, e_n \) appears positively in a constraint, then \( se_i \) appears positively if \( c \) is covariant in \( i \); \( se_i \) appears negatively if \( c \) is contravariant in \( i \). The case when \( e_1, \ldots, e_i, \ldots, e_n \) appears negatively is symmetric.
- If \( proj(c, i, se) \) appears negatively in a constraint, then \( se \) appears negatively if \( c \) is covariant in \( i \); \( se \) appears positively if \( c \) is contravariant in \( i \). We require a projection expression \( proj(c, i, se) \) to appear only in negative positions.

A projection expression \( proj(c, i, se) \) has the effect of selecting the \( i \)-th component \( se' \) of any expression with head constructor \( c \) on the left-hand side of the constraint, and then adding the new constraint \( se' \subseteq se \). For example, a constraint

\[
\exists X \subseteq Z
\]

implies the constraint (see Figure 1)

\[
X \subseteq Z
\]

assuming \( c \) is covariant in its first argument. Note that \( proj(c, i, se) \) has no effect if there is no expression with head constructor \( c \); the constraint \( d(\ldots) \subseteq proj(c, i, se) \) is trivially satisfied if \( d \neq c \) (see Figure 1). The notation \( proj(c, i, se) \) is closely related to the more standard set constraint notation \( \exists^{'}(se) \). We discuss why we need this new notation in Section 3.
2.2 Constraint Graphs

This subsection reviews the framework of [7].

The solved form of a constraint system is a directed graph $G = (V, E)$ closed under a set of rules for adding edges. The edges $E$ represent atomic constraints and the vertices $V$ are variables, sources, and sinks. Sources are constructed terms appearing to the left of an inclusion, and sinks are constructed terms appearing to the right of an inclusion. A constraint is atomic if it is one of the four forms:

- $X \subseteq Y$: variable-variable constraint
- $c(\ldots) \subseteq X$: source-variable constraint
- $X \subseteq \text{proj}(\ldots)$: variable-sink constraint
- $X \subseteq c(\ldots)$: variable-sink constraint

We use the resolution rules shown in Figure 1 to rewrite constraints into atomic form (note that non-atomic constraints are not represented in the constraint graph). Each rule states that the system of constraints on the left has the same solutions as the system on the right. In a resolution engine these rules are used as left-to-right rewrite rules.

The key idea of inductive form is that a variable-variable constraint $X \subseteq Y$ can be represented either as a successor edge ($Y \in \text{suc}(X)$) or as a predecessor edge ($X \in \text{pred}(Y)$). The representation for a particular edge is chosen as a function of a fixed total order $o: \text{Vars} \to \mathbb{N}$ on the variables. A variable-variable edge $X \rightarrow Y$ is represented as a successor edge on $X$ if $o(X) > o(Y)$; otherwise, it is represented as a predecessor edge on $Y$.

The choice of the order function $o(\cdot)$ can affect the size of the closed constraint graph and the amount of work required for the closure. Generation order, the order in which variables are created as part of building the initial system of constraints, does very well in practice, and we have found experimentally that it is difficult to pick a better order function.

The other two kinds of edges are associated with the variables. A source-variable constraint $c(\ldots) \subseteq X$ is represented as a predecessor edge on $X$, and a variable-sink constraint $X \subseteq \text{proj}(\ldots)$ or $X \subseteq c(\ldots)$ is represented as a successor edge on $X$. The closure rule Transitive is given as:

$$L \in \text{pred}(X) \land R \in \text{suc}(X) \Rightarrow L \subseteq R \quad (\text{Transitive})$$

Notice that $L$ may be a source or a variable and $R$ may be a sink or a variable. This closure rule combined with the resolution rules in Figure 1 produces a final graph in inductive form [3]. The least solution of the constraints is not explicit in inductive form, but it is easily computed by:

$$\text{Sol}_{\text{least}}(Y) = \{c(\ldots) | c(\ldots) \in \text{pred}(Y)\} \cup \bigcup_{x \in \text{pred}(Y)} \text{Sol}_{\text{least}}(X)$$

Note that this computation amounts to computing an acyclic transitive closure since $o(\text{pred}(Y)) < o(Y)$ for any set variable $Y$. Furthermore, the least solution can be computed on demand. In practice, it is rarely necessary to compute the least solution for every variable in a constraint system because most applications require the solution of only a subset of all set variables.

A path in a constraint graph consists of a sequence of nodes and inclusions

$$L \subseteq X_1 \subseteq \ldots \subseteq X_n \subseteq R$$

where $L$ may be a source or a variable, and $R$ a sink or a variable.

**Definition 2.2 (Inductive Path)** A path is inductive if an edge is added between the two end points on the path by applying the closure rule Transitive to the inclusions along the path. Equivalently, one can show that a path is inductive if and only if the two end points have the smallest indices (under the order function) on the path [7]. Sources and sinks are taken to have the smallest indices, i.e., $-\infty$.

2.3 Redundant Paths

In inclusion constraint graphs, there are usually many paths connecting two nodes. Consider the example constraint graph in Figure 2a. In the graph, there are $n$ paths connecting the two nodes $c(Y)$ and $\text{proj}(c, 1, Z)$, namely through the $n$ variables $X_1$ to $X_n$. Thus, the implied constraint

$$c(Y) \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z)$$

is discovered $n$ times, resulting in $n - 1$ redundant additions of the edge $(Y, Z)$ to the constraint graph. Figure 2b shows
the graph after closure. The $n$ dotted lines between $c(Y)$ and $\text{proj}(c, 1, Z)$ do not appear in the final graph. We show them only to stress that the constraint

$$c(Y) \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z)$$

is resolved $n$ times.

For a program analysis problem, the aforementioned redundancy occurs because it is commonplace that some constructed value (a source) flows through many intermediate variables before a field is finally projected out. A related problem is depicted in Figure 3a, in which there are $n$ sources flowing into the variable $X$ and $m$ sinks to project from $X$. In this case, $nm$ edges are matched up, one for each $(S_i, T_j)$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$ and $1 \leq j \leq m$. The graph after closure is shown in Figure 3b.

Although every inductive path may cause an edge to be added between the two end points, the number of edge additions can be smaller. As an example, consider the constraint graph shown in Figure 4a. We assume the following ordering $o()$ on the variables

$$o(X) < o(Z) < o(Y) < o(V_1) < o(V_2)$$

Notice that there are two inductive paths between $X$ and $Z$, namely

$$X \xrightarrow{V_1} Y \xrightarrow{Z}$$

and

$$X \xrightarrow{V_2} Y \xrightarrow{Z}$$

However, the edge $(X, Z)$ is only added once, through the path

$$X \rightarrow Y \rightarrow Z$$

because the redundant addition of $X \rightarrow Y$ does not cause the edge $X \rightarrow Z$ to be added a second time. The graph after closure is shown in Figure 4b.

**Definition 2.3 (Join Point)** Let $p$ be an inductive path. Let $\text{node}(p)$ denote the set of nodes on the path. Further let $\text{head}(p)$ and $\text{tail}(p)$ denote the two end-points on the path. The join point of $p$, denoted by $\text{join}(p)$, is the variable with the minimum index among the variables $\text{node}(p) \setminus \{\text{head}(p), \text{tail}(p)\}$, i.e., $o(\text{join}(p)) \leq o(X)$ for all $X \in (\text{node}(p) \setminus \{\text{head}(p), \text{tail}(p)\})$.

The following lemma (Lemma 2.4) gives a characterization of the number of edge additions between two nodes.

**Lemma 2.4** Let $n_1$ and $n_2$ be two nodes in a constraint graph, and $P(n_1, n_2)$ be the set of inductive paths connecting the two nodes. The number of edge additions of $(n_1, n_2)$, denoted by #$((n_1, n_2))$, is given by

$$#(n_1, n_2) = \text{Card}([\text{join}(p) \mid p \in P(n_1, n_2)])$$

where $\text{Card}()$ denotes the cardinality of a set.

**Proof.** [Sketch]

It suffices to demonstrate the following:

1. For any $p_1, p_2 \in P(n_1, n_2)$ with $\text{join}(p_1) = \text{join}(p_2), \text{the edge } (n_1, n_2) \text{ is added once through these two paths.}$

2. For any $p_1, p_2 \in P(n_1, n_2)$ with $\text{join}(p_1) \neq \text{join}(p_2), \text{ the edge } (n_1, n_2) \text{ is added twice, once through each path.}$
Both can be shown by observing that the edge added between \(n_1\) and \(n_2\) along an inductive path \(p\) is added by a final application of rule Transitive to a 2-edge segment of the form

\[ n_1 \rightarrow \text{join}(p) \rightarrow n_2 \]

Because edges between variables are added only on inductive paths, inductive form gives a sparse representation for variable-variable edges. But every path in the constraint graph linking a source and a sink is inductive, and thus may cause an edge addition. It is shown in [7] that under a simple random graph model, the work to close a constraint graph is dominated by the addition of edges between sources and sinks, which is expected to be \(O(n/\ln n)\), where \(n\) is the number of nodes in the graph. The cost of all other edges is expected to be \(O(n \ln n)\). These results are supported by experimental data. For example, for the program num, the number of edge additions between sources and sinks significantly dominate the rest (see Table 2, the columns labeled “s-s”, edge additions between sources and sinks, and “Work Other”, all other edge additions, under the column “Cycle Elimination Only”: 13748716 versus 11062900). Thus, improving performance requires reducing the number of redundant edge additions between sources and sinks.

3 Projection Merging

This section presents projection merging. Before we present the technique, we first provide some intuition with two observations:

1. In inductive form, variable-variable edges are sparse.

   In inductive form, any path between two constructed terms may cause an edge to be added. For paths between variables, an edge is added only if the two variables have smaller indices than the other variables on the path. Thus variable-variable paths are preferred to sources-sink paths.

2. There are a small number of constructors with small arity.

   For many constraint-based program analyses, only a small number of non-constant constructors are used (even though there may be many constant constructors serving, e.g., as program point labels). Furthermore, these non-constant constructors usually have small arity. For our example points-to analysis, only two constructors are used, a ref constructor to denote locations (arity 3) and a lam constructor to denote functions (arity 3).

From the first observation we can conclude that by transforming the constraint system from paths between constructed terms to paths between variables, we may reduce the number of redundant edge additions.

Consider again the constraint graph in Figure 2a. The ultimate effect of this graph is to discover the constraint

\[ c(Y) \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z) \]

between the source \(c(Y)\) and the sink \(\text{proj}(c, 1, Z)\). This constraint is then resolved to the variable-variable constraint \(Y \subseteq Z\).

![Figure 5: Transformed constraint graph \(\mathcal{A}\) (Figure 2a)](image)

If there were a way to bypass source \(c(Y)\) and sink \(\text{proj}(c, 1, Z)\) and instead deal directly with the flow of information from \(Y\) to \(Z\), then we could avoid the redundant edge additions between the source and sink and deal with only variable-variable paths. The key is to observe that when a constraint \(X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z)\) in Figure 2a is first formed, we know that whatever lower bound \(X_i\) may have it will be projected by \(X_i\)'s upper bound. Thus we may as well replace the constraint \(X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z)\) by a constraint \(X^{[c:1]} \subseteq Z\), where \(X^{[c:1]}\) is a variable standing for \(c^{-1}(X_i)\). Note that the new constraint involves only variables.

A naive method for systematically performing this transformation goes as follows. With each variable \(X_i\), constructor \(c\), and argument position \(i\) in the original constraint system associate a projection of the form \(\text{proj}(c, i, X^{[c:1]})\), where \(X^{[c:1]}\) is a variable. The idea is that \(X^{[c:1]}\) represents \(c^{-1}(X_i)\), the sum of all \(i\)th components of terms with head constructor \(c\) in the set \(X_i\). With this association of a variable with all its possible projections, we can transform the constraint system to expose the variable-variable paths not explicit before. By the second observation, not very many such projections are required.

As an example, we explain how the graph in Figure 2a may be transformed into the graph in Figure 5. We associate with each \(X_i\) a projection \(\text{proj}(c, 1, X_i^{[c:1]})\). Now any constraint

\[ X_i \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Y) \]

is equivalent to

\[ X_i^{[c:1]} \subseteq Y \]

Systematically applying this rule to the graph in Figure 2a gives the graph in Figure 5.

As indicated above, this approach has problems.

- The approach is static.

  By static we mean that the association of variables with their projections is made before performing the graph closure. For some variables, it is unnecessary to associate the variable with its possible projections. In addition, we may need to project only a particular field from a variable.

- The approach is incomplete.

  The association of a variable and its projections is made for variables appearing in the original system. What about the newly created variables \(X_i^{[c:1]}\)?

Furthermore, these newly created variables must be assigned indices in the total order. If the indices are not chosen...
(Proj-Creation)

\[ S_0 \cup \{ \mathcal{X} \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, se) \} \Rightarrow \begin{cases} S_0 \cup \{ \mathcal{X} \subseteq \text{proj}_c(c, i, \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]}), \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]} \subseteq se \} & \text{covariant in } i \\ S_0 \cup \{ \mathcal{X} \subseteq \text{proj}_c(c, i, \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]}), se \subseteq \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]} \} & \text{contravariant in } i \\ \text{if } (\mathcal{X} \subseteq \text{proj}_c(c, i, \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]})) \notin S_0 \end{cases} \]

(Proj-Transitive)

\[ S_0 \cup \{ \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathcal{Y}, \mathcal{Y} \subseteq \text{proj}_c(c, i, \mathcal{Y}[^{i}]^{[i]}) \} \Rightarrow S_0 \cup \{ \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathcal{Y}, \mathcal{Y} \subseteq \text{proj}_c(c, i, \mathcal{Y}[^{i}]^{[i]}), \mathcal{X} \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, \mathcal{Y}[^{i}]^{[i]}) \} \]

\[ \text{if } o(\mathcal{X}) < o(\mathcal{Y}) \]

Figure 6: Rules specific for projection merging

A \[ \mathcal{X} \leadsto \text{proj}(c, i, se) \Rightarrow \mathcal{X} \leadsto \text{proj}(c, i, \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]}) \]

B \[ \mathcal{X} \leadsto \text{proj}(c, i, \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]}) \Rightarrow \mathcal{X} \leadsto \text{proj}(c, i, \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]}) \]

C \[ \mathcal{X} \leadsto \mathcal{Y} \Rightarrow \mathcal{X} \leadsto \mathcal{Y} \]

Figure 7: Graph representation of projection merging rules

with care, the benefits are lost. To stress this point, consider the example in Figure 2a. If the newly created variables \( \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]} \) through \( \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]} \) have large indices, we still add the edge \((\mathcal{Y}, \mathcal{Z})\) \( n \) times (due to inductive paths), which is no better than the original situation.

These problems can all be solved with an incremental approach. A variable \( \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]} \) is needed only if the variable \( \mathcal{X} \) has a projection upper bound, \( i.e., \), we have \( \mathcal{X} \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, se) \) for some constructor \( c \), index \( i \), and expression \( se \). We address the technical details of generating projection variables \( \mathcal{X}[^{i}]^{[i]} \) "on the fly" in the next section, with an explanation of why it helps to reduce the number of redundant edge additions.

Note that in standard set constraint implementations such as SBA, constructed values (including projections) do not propagate backwards. Thus, projection upper bounds are not added to variables through constraint resolution. They only appear through the initial constraints. However, in inductive form, constructed values (including projections) can be propagated backwards along variable paths. Thus, a variable might accumulate many projections for the same constructor and index pair. Therefore, we need to apply the transformation dynamically for the projections propagated through constraint resolution.

We can now explain why we introduce the notation \( \text{proj}(c, i, se) \) instead of using the more standard notation \( c^{-1}(se) \). Consider a constraint

\[ \mathcal{X} \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, se) \]

which would be written

\[ c^{-1}(\mathcal{X}) \subseteq se \]

in standard notation. The \( c^{-1}(\ldots) \) form obscures the implied upper bound on \( \mathcal{X} \), which is explicit using \( \text{proj}(\ldots) \). Using \( c^{-1}(\ldots) \) would thus complicate the definition of inductive form and the resolution rules and obscure the key point that sources propagate forward through the graph as lower bounds while sinks propagate backwards as upper bounds. As noted above, this is relevant only for inductive form implementations: using \( \text{proj}(\ldots) \) and projection merging would have no benefit for standard implementations such as SBA.

3.1 The Algorithm

This subsection shows how to associate a variable with its generic projections. We extend the closure rules in Figure 1
and the Transitive rule. Then we show how to choose a variable ordering that ensures the efficient termination of the modified rules. Finally, we explain why this approach works well in reducing the number of redundant edge additions.

We first discuss a transformation on the initial constraints that removes all nested projections, i.e., projections within projections or within constructed terms. We describe the case for projection expressions, and the case for constructors is similar. Replace each constraint with nested projections

$$se_1 \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, se_2)$$

by

$$\begin{cases} 
  \{se_1 \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, X) \mid X \subseteq se_2\} & \text{if } c \text{ is covariant in } i \\
  \{se_1 \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, X), se_2 \subseteq X\} & \text{if } c \text{ is contravariant in } i 
\end{cases}$$

where $X$ is a fresh set variable not appearing in the current constraint system. By repeated use of this rule, a system of initial constraints with nested projection operators is transformed into a system of constraints without nested projections in linear time, and the resulting constraints have size linear in the size of the original constraints. For later discussion we only consider constraints without nested projections. Note that the resolution rules in Figure 1 do not reintroduce nested projections.

Projection merging consists of two additional resolution rules Proj-Creation and Proj-Transitive. The two rules are shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 explains the rules in terms of constraint graphs.

The Proj-Creation rule is used to merge projection upper bounds. This rule uses a special marked sink, $\text{proj}_j(c, i, se)$. This special projection has the same meaning as the normal projection $\text{proj}(c, i, se)$. If for a set variable $X$, there is not yet a constraint

$$X \subseteq \text{proj}_j(c, i, X^{[c,i]})$$

when a constraint

$$X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, se)$$

is to be added to the constraint system, we replace the constraint by the two constraints

$$X \subseteq \text{proj}_j(c, i, X^{[c,i]})$$

and

$$\begin{cases} 
  X^{[c,i]} \subseteq se & \text{if } c \text{ is covariant in } i \\
  se \subseteq X^{[c,i]} & \text{if } c \text{ is contravariant in } i 
\end{cases}$$

where $X^{[c,i]}$ is a fresh set variable. The variable $X^{[c,i]}$ is called the generic projection variable of $X$ for constructor $c$ at index $i$. This case is depicted as part A in Figure 7. If, on the other hand, there is already a special projection on $X$, adding the constraint

$$X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, se)$$

causes

$$X^{[c,i]} \subseteq se$$

or

$$se \subseteq X^{[c,i]}$$

to be added depending on the variance of $c$ in $i$. This case is depicted as part B in Figure 7.

Note that for each variable, there is at most one projection for a constructor and index pair $(c, i)$. By observation 2 in Section 3, the total number of possible special projections is relatively small.

The new transitive rule Proj-Transitive deals with the case when a special projection is added transitively on a variable. The rule simply converts a special projection to a normal projection because to the variable $X$, the projection $\text{proj}_j(c, i, X^{[c,i]})$ is only a normal sink. This rule is depicted as part C in Figure 7. Note that a constructed expression can also appear in the position of the variable $X$, the rule for a constructed expression is the same.

In cases where the new rules are inapplicable, rules in Figure 1 and the Transitive rule are applied. To close a graph, we repeatedly apply all the rules until no rule is applicable.

The following theorem (Theorem 3.1) states that the resolution of the constraints under the new rules yields the same results as that under the standard rules in Figure 1 and the Transitive rule.

**Theorem 3.1 (Correctness)** The modified resolution rules preserve the least solution of the system. More precisely, for any variable $X$ appearing in the original constraint system, the least solution for $X$ is the same under both sets of closure rules.

**Proof** [Sketch] Simply notice that with the projection merging rules any value (a source) that is a lower bound on a non-generic projection variable $X$ under the original rules still is a lower bound on $X$ under the new rules, and vice versa.

We also need to establish that resolution under the new rules terminates. It suffices to show that only finitely many generic projection variables are generated. We assume that our order function $o()$ is a one-to-one function that maps all set variables (an infinite set) to natural numbers $\mathbb{N}$.

**Theorem 3.2 (Termination)** For any constraint set $S_0$ and any one-to-one order function $o()$ that maps set variables to natural numbers $\mathbb{N}$, finitely many generic projection variables are generated during the resolution of $S_0$ under the extended resolution rules.

**Proof** As noted above, for each constructor and index pair $(c, i)$, and each set variable, at most one generic projection variable is created. Thus it suffices to bound the number of variables that may have a projection upper bound. Let

$$O_{max} = \max \{ o(X) \mid X \text{ is a variable appearing in } S_0 \}$$

We claim that for each constructor and index pair $(c, i)$, at most $O_{max}$ number of generic projection variables are created. The claim follows if there are at most $O_{max}$ variables that can have projection upper bounds with $c$ as the constructor and $i$ as the index, namely the set of variables having index no greater than $O_{max}$.

If a variable $X$ has a projection upper bound, then there must exist an inductive path from $X$ to a projection. We show by induction that all variables $X$ with projection or special projection upper bounds have index $o(X) \leq O_{max}$. Clearly this is true before any resolution rules are applied. There are two cases for the inductive step:
1. Proj-Creation creates special projection constraints $X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, X^{c,i})$ from existing constraints $X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, Z)$. By the inductive hypothesis, $o(X) \leq O_{\text{max}}$.

2. Proj-Transitive adds the constraint $X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, Y^{c,i})$

from constraints $X \subseteq Y \subseteq \text{proj}(c, i, Y^{c,i})$

We know $o(X) < o(Y)$ (by the conditions of Proj-Transitive) and $o(Y) \leq O_{\text{max}}$ (by the inductive hypothesis). Therefore $o(X) < O_{\text{max}}$.

Thus all such variables must have index no greater than $O_{\text{max}}$. Since there are finitely many constructor and index pairs, the number of new projection variables is bounded by $O(M \cdot O_{\text{max}})$, where $M$ is the number of distinct constructor and index pairs.

Although resolution terminates for any order function, the ordering still affects the number of generic projection variables. The following corollary suggests a good ordering to use.

Corollary 3.3 If for each generic projection variable $X^{c,i}$, we set $o(X^{c,i}) > O_{\text{max}}$, then at most $O(M \cdot N)$ new variables are generated, where $M$ is the number of constructor and index pairs and $N$ is the number of set variables in the original constraint system. In particular, if the number of constructor and index pairs is fixed, only a linear number of generic projection variables are generated.

Proof. There are only $N$ set variables with index no greater than $O_{\text{max}}$. Note that follows if each generic projection variable $X^{c,i}$ has index larger than $O_{\text{max}}$, we only generate generic projection variables for the set variables in the original constraint system. We never generate a generic projection variable for another generic projection variable.

Recall that most constraint-based program analyses use a small number of non-constant constructors and these constructors usually have small arity. Thus the number of generated projection variables tends to be small, which is what makes projection merging viable.

To implement the ordering suggested by Corollary 3.3, one can use some large offset to separate the generic projection variables from other variables; for each generic projection variable we assign it an index that is its generation order plus this chosen large offset.

To test the importance of choosing a good ordering, we performed the following experiment. We tried both variable generation order and the above suggested ordering. There is a C source file in one of the benchmarks (gimp) which needs more than 23,000 seconds to analyze under generation order; whereas it took less than 2 seconds under the ordering with a large offset. Note that the generation order inter-mixes the regular set variables and generic projection variables and thus may add more generic projection variables. The generation order is the ordering used in [7] for the cycle elimination experiments. In [7], it is observed that the chosen order function does not make much difference for cycle elimination. However, for projection merging, the order function in use is very important for performance.

3.2 Discussion

Without creating many generic projection variables, projection merging turns many source-sink paths into variable-variable paths. We should expect that redundant paths between variable nodes do not produce as many redundant edge additions because of the properties of inductive form.

However, as hinted in the beginning of Section 3, there is a flaw in the argument. Reconsider the example in Figures 2a and 5. For the variables $X_1$ through $X_n$, the generic projection variables are $X_{c,i}^{1}$ through $X_{c,i}^{n}$ respectively. The generic projection variables have indices larger than the rest of the variables $Y$, $Z$, $X_1$, . . . , $X_n$. In this case, the edge between $Y$ and $Z$ is added $n$ times. Overall, there is no reduction in redundant work.

There is actually a trade-off in choosing the variable ordering. For generic projection variables, making the indices small reduces the number of redundant edges added (e.g., Figures 2a and 5). However, small indices cause many more such variables to be created (Theorem 3.2).

On the other hand, if we let the generic projection variables have large indices, the number of generic projection variables generated is linearly bounded. However, as just shown, redundancy in constraint graphs is not reduced. It is worth mentioning that if we only use projection merging without cycle elimination, analysis time tends to be much longer than without projection merging. For the case where we use small indices for generic projection variables, this is because the number of generic projection variables generated is large. For the case where we add a large offset to generation order, the analysis time is about a constant factor slower because of the extra work to create the projection variables and to apply the extra rules.

The missing insight is a very subtle, but pronounced, positive interaction between projection merging and cycle elimination. We first explain a few details of cycle elimination. Cycle elimination focuses on dynamically finding and eliminating cycles of constraints between variables of the form $X_1 \subseteq X_2 \subseteq \ldots \subseteq X_n \subseteq X_1$. Since $X_1, \ldots, X_n$ are equal in all solutions, the $n$ variables can be replaced by a single variable, which becomes the representative of $X_1, \ldots, X_n$. For reasons discussed in [6], it turns out that the best choice of representative is the variable among $X_1, \ldots, X_n$, with the smallest index under the ordering $o(i)$.

Since we collapse a cycle to the variable with the smallest index on the cycle, all the variables on the cycle now have a smaller index, which at first sight might appear to cause additional projection variables to be generated for the generic projection variables. This is not a problem because of the following:

- The variables on a cycle become one variable, and so only need at most one generic projection variable for each constructor and index pair $(c, i)$.
- Eliminating a cycle does not increase the number of variables having indices no greater than $O_{\text{max}}$, and in fact may decrease the number of variables with indices no greater than $O_{\text{max}}$.

3.2.1 Reducing Redundant Additions

Now we are in the position to explain why projection merging combined with cycle elimination reduces redundant edge additions. We use a sequence of graph transformations to aid the explanation.
First, we give a high level overview. A generic projection variable \( \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \) of \( \mathcal{X} \) starts with large index, since its index is given as generation order plus a large offset. In the process of resolving the constraints, \( \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \) can potentially be on a cycle that is detected with online cycle detection and elimination. If \( \mathcal{X} \) is generated after \( \mathcal{Y} \), we have \( o(\mathcal{X}) < o(\mathcal{Y}) \), and any path ending with the edge \( (\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y}) \) is not inductive. Thus eliminating cycles with large generic projection variables tends to reduce the redundancy in a constraint graph.

The following lemma states that generic projection variables, if found on a cycle, always have a representative that is not a generic projection variable.

**Lemma 3.4** Let \( \mathcal{X}_1 \subseteq \ldots \subseteq \mathcal{X}_n \subseteq \mathcal{X}_1 \) be a cycle in a constraint graph. It holds that at least one of \( \mathcal{X}_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) is a not a generic projection variable.

**Proof.**

Let \( \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \) and \( \mathcal{Y}^{[i, j]} \) be two generic projection variables. Assume there is an edge \( \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \subseteq \mathcal{Y}^{[i, j]} \) in the graph. We claim that \( o(\mathcal{X}) < o(\mathcal{Y}) \) (with \( c = d \) and \( i = j \)) if \( c \) is covariant in \( i \), and \( o(\mathcal{X}) > o(\mathcal{Y}) \) (with \( c = d \) and \( i = j \)) if \( c \) is contravariant in \( i \).

We consider the case when \( c \) is covariant in \( i \). The case when \( c \) is contravariant in \( i \) is symmetric.

There are two ways that the edge \( \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \subseteq \mathcal{Y}^{[i, j]} \) can be added:

1. through a path

\[ \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \rightarrow \text{proj}_i(d, j, \mathcal{Y}^{[i, j]}) \]

where \( c = d \) and \( i = j \). By applying the **Proj-Transitive** rule, we get

\[ \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \text{proj}(d, j, \mathcal{Y}^{[i, j]}) \]

Applying the **Proj-Creation** rule, we get the edge

\[ \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \subseteq \mathcal{Y}^{[i, j]} \]

For the **Proj-Transitive** rule to be applicable, it must be the case that \( o(\mathcal{X}) < o(\mathcal{Y}) \).

2. through a path

\[ d(\ldots, \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \ldots) \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \rightarrow \text{proj}_i(d, j, \mathcal{Y}^{[i, j]}) \]

where \( \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \) is the \( j \)th argument of \( d \). This case is impossible because \( \mathcal{X}^{[i, j]} \) cannot appear inside a constructor.

Any cycle with \( \mathcal{X}_1^{[i_1, i_1]} \subseteq \ldots \subseteq \mathcal{X}_n^{[i_n, i_n]} \subseteq \mathcal{X}_1^{[i, j]} \), requires that \( c_1 = \ldots = c_n \) and \( i_1 = \ldots = i_n \), and \( o(\mathcal{X}_1) < \ldots < o(\mathcal{X}_n) < o(\mathcal{X}_1) \) or \( o(\mathcal{X}_1) > \ldots > o(\mathcal{X}_n) > o(\mathcal{X}_1) \), which is impossible.
Figure 9: Reducing edge additions for constraint graph A (Figure 2a)

Thus every cycle must contain a variable that is not a generic projection variable.

We give now a more detailed explanation by graph transformations. Assume we start with the constraints shown in Figure 8a:

$$c(Y_1) \subseteq X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z_1)$$

Applying the \textbf{Proj-Creation} rule creates the constraints $X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, X^{[c-1]})$ and $X^{[c-1]} \subseteq Z_1$. Applying the \textbf{Proj-Transitive} rule adds the constraints $c(Y_1) \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, X^{[c-1]})$, which is decomposed by the rule in Figure 1 into the constraint $Y_1 \subseteq X^{[c-1]}$. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 8b. After applying more rules to portions of the graph not shown, assume we discover that the variables $Y_1, X^{[c-1]}$, and $Z_1$ are on a cycle. The situation is depicted in Figure 8c. This cycle of constraints is then created by connecting a single node with a representative for all the variables on the cycle. In Figure 8d, we show the collapsed cycle as a dotted oval, with $X^{[c-1]}$ as the representative. Note that the index of the representative is relatively small since it is the variable with the smallest index on the cycle, and the representative cannot be a generic projection variable by Lemma 34.

Now suppose the following constraints shown in Figure 8e are generated and added to the system$^2$

$$c(Y_2) \subseteq X$$
$$c(Y_3) \subseteq X$$
$$\vdots$$
$$c(Y_n) \subseteq X$$

$X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z_2)$

$X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z_3)$

$\vdots$

$X \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z_m)$

Assume the variables $Y_2, \ldots, Y_n, Z_2, \ldots, Z_m$ have larger indices than the variables $Y_1$ and $Z_1$. Thus they have larger index than the representative $X^{[c-1]}$. After applying the resolution rules, we get the constraint graph shown in Figure 8f. Since $\text{proj}$ has smaller index than the variables

$$Y_2, \ldots, Y_n, Z_2, \ldots, Z_m$$ none of the paths

$$Y_i \rightarrow \text{proj} \rightarrow Z_j$$

for $2 \leq i \leq n$ and $2 \leq j \leq m$ is inductive. Thus none of the edges $(Y_i, Z_j)$ is added. In contrast, without projection merging, all the $mn$ edges $(Y_i, Z_j)$ are added to the graph. The above scenario is the best case for projection merging. In practice, we can assume that a fraction $f$ of the nodes $Y_2, \ldots, Y_n$ and $Z_2, \ldots, Z_m$ have lower index than the representative $X^{[c-1]}$. In that case, $f^2 (mn)$ transitive edges are added to the graph instead of $mn$ edges.

We now come back to the redundant paths problem shown in Figure 2 and show how it is handled by projection merging. Suppose the constraints

$$c(Y_k) \subseteq X_1$$
$$c(Y_k) \subseteq X_2$$

$$\vdots$$
$$c(Y_k) \subseteq X_n$$

$$X_1 \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z_k)$$
$$X_2 \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z_k)$$

$$\vdots$$
$$X_n \subseteq \text{proj}(c, 1, Z_k)$$

are added to the graph in Figure 2a. The generic projection variables for $X_1$ through $X_n$ are created; let these be $X_1^{[c-1]}, \ldots, X_n^{[c-1]}$. Assume that all of the generic projection variables are found to be on cycles and are identified with other variables as the representatives. Assume also that $Y_k$ and $Z_k$ have smaller indices than a fraction $f$ of the repre- sentatives of the variables $X_1^{[c-1]}, \ldots, X_n^{[c-1]}$. After applying closure rules, we get the graph in Figure 9. The edge $(Y_k, Z_k)$ is added $fn$ times because only $fn$ of the paths

$$Y_k \rightarrow \text{proj} \rightarrow Z_k$$

are inductive.

The examples in this section illustrate how projection merging interacts positively with cycle elimination. There is another informal argument which is insightful. The random graph model in [7] shows that if indices are assigned randomly to variables, then inductive form adds asymptotically fewer variable-variable edges than source-sink edges. The problem with assigning all generic projection variables large indices is that the resulting graph is anything but random, and the examples show that there is no benefit. Cycle elimination, however, has the effect of arbitrarily perturbing the indices of generic projection variables. This apparently makes the graph sufficiently random that the behavior is more in line with the predictions in [7].

In Section 4, we will see that projection merging combined with cycle elimination significantly improves the analysis time. The effect on redundant edge additions is very dramatic. In one example, gcc, the average number of times an edge is redundantly added drops from 85 to 0.32.

4 Experiments

This section experimentally validates the idea of projection merging. We show that combined with cycle elimination,
Table 1: Benchmark programs

projection merging significantly improves the execution time of Andersen’s points-to analysis [5]. Note that the analysis time includes not only the time to close the constraint graph but also the time to compute the points-to sets for all the program variables. In our implementation of the analysis, we model structures as single atomic memory locations. Every field of a structure shares the same location.

4.1 Experimental Data

Our experiments were done with the BANE analysis toolkit [1] using a single processor on a SPARC Enterprise-5000 with 2048M of memory. We use the generation order of set variables, except for the generic projection variables, where we set the indices to be generation order plus a large offset (0x0fffffff). This ordering guarantees that the indices of generic projection variables are greater than the indices of other variables for the set of benchmarks we analyze.

We use the C benchmarks shown in Table 1. The benchmarks are those in [7] with six additional large programs: mune, spice, gs, psql1, gcc, and gimp.

- mune is a multiuser dungeon program.
- spice (version 364) is a circuit simulation program.
- gs is ghostscript version 5.01 without the X library.

- psql1 is PostgreSQL, an Object-Relational DBMS derived from the Berkeley Postgres database management system.
- gcc is the GNU C compiler version 2.8.1.
- gimp is the GNU image manipulation program with the X library included.

For each benchmark, the table lists the number of abstract syntax tree (AST) nodes, the number of lines in the preprocessed source, and the number of program variables in the source. Notice that the six new benchmarks are much larger than those used in [7]. As an aside, gimp was the largest program we could find for these experiments (440,000 non-comment source lines before preprocessing). The Linux kernel without assembly files is a little larger (550,000 non-comment, non-assembler source lines before preprocessing) but uses a number of GNU extensions that our C parser does not support.

Two experiments were performed. In the first experiment, we analyzed all the benchmarks with cycle elimination only. In the second experiment, we combined cycle elimination and projection merging. For the experiment with cycle elimination only, all programs ran through the analysis except gimp. The analysis for gimp did not finish in 33 hours, after which the job was killed. For the second experiment, all programs ran through in less than half an hour.

Table 2 shows the results for the two experiments. For each experiment and each benchmark, we report the number of set variables, the number of edges in the final graph, the total number of source-sink edge additions including redundant ones, the total number of non-source-sink edge additions, the total number of edge additions, and the analysis time in seconds. We ran each experiment three times, and the one with the best execution time is presented in the table. The data for gs is abnormal. There are a large number of edges in the final graph under the experiment with cycle elimination only. We believe this is partly due to the lack of the X library mentioned above. Since the program is incomplete, there are fewer opportunities for collapsing cyclic constraints, which make the final graph very large.

We show some plots to better demonstrate the effectiveness of projection merging with cycle elimination. In Figure 10, we plot the analysis time for both cycle elimination with projection merging and cycle elimination alone against the number of AST nodes of the parsed benchmarks. Note that all the plots are on a log-log scale. For small programs, the analysis times differ by very little. As the size of the program increases, redundant source-sink paths begin to dominate as predicted in the complexity analysis in [7] and the effect of projection merging becomes pronounced. The analysis time with projection merging is significantly smaller than without, especially for the last six large benchmarks. In Figure 11, we plot the speedup of the analysis time with projection merging over cycle elimination only, and the trend becomes more obvious. The speedups seem to be asymptotic: the speedup increases with the size of the programs. Figure 12 plots the total number of edge additions (Work) for both experiments. We see the same trend as in the case of analysis time. Figure 13 plots the ratio of the total edge additions, which has basically the same shape as Figure 11. Figure 14 plots the total number of redundant edge additions. We notice that the absolute number of redundant edge additions for cycle elimination only is significantly higher. In Figure 15, we plot, on average, how
Table 2: Benchmark data

Many researchers have studied the problem of cycle-to-point analysis. Andersen devised a natural inclusion-based points-to algorithm based on set constraints in his thesis [5]. Work by Shapiro and Horwitz [21] contrast Andersen’s set based points-to analysis with the unification based points-to analysis of Steensgaard [23]. They conclude that while Andersen’s analysis is substantially more precise than Steensgaard’s, its running time is impractical. Work in [7], however, demonstrates that Andersen’s points-to analysis can be made to scale much better with a special online cycle elimination technique and the inductive form representation. This paper presents techniques that allow Andersen’s analysis to be applied to programs on order of magnitude larger than in [7].

Inclusion constraint resolution algorithms usually have at least \( O(n^2) \) time complexity. Work by Melski and Reps [17] gives some insight as to why this cubic bottleneck is difficult to break. They show the equivalence of some set-based analyses to context-free grammar reachability problems. Similar work by Heintze and McAllester [14] also gives some theoretical evidence of the difficulty for some subtyping and flow analyses. They show that certain data-flow and control-flow problems are 2PDA-complete, a class of problems that has resisted a sub-cubic algorithm for over 30 years. Heintze and McAllester also present a quadratic time algorithm for some restricted classes of the closure analysis problem for higher order functional programming languages [13]. The technique presented in [13] resembles projection merging in some ways, but there are important differences. [13] relies on a given, non-recursive type structure of the program that the algorithm exploits. While projection merging “discovers” whatever structure it needs and works with recursive structures, its worst-case complexity is still cubic.

6 Conclusions

Redundant paths in inclusion constraint graphs limit the practical application of constraint based program analyses to very large programs. In this paper, we present projection merging for speeding up constraint-based program analyses, and demonstrate that the technique together with cycle elimination can yield orders of magnitude improvements in analysis time. With projection merging, a cubic time points-to analysis for C can be applied to half million line programs in less than half an hour. We expect the technique to work well for other set-based analyses that use only a small number of non-constant constructors.
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A Andersen’s Points-to Analysis

For completeness we include a summary of Andersen’s points-to analysis and its formulation using set constraints. The formulation here is basically the same as that in [7], except for the use of proj(…). In the current paper, we need to expose more low-level details of the system to explain projection merging. Thus, in the presentation of the analysis, we include the use of proj(…).

For a C program, points-to analysis computes a set of abstract memory locations (variables and heap) to which each expression could point. Andersen’s analysis computes a points-to graph [5]. Graph nodes represent abstract memory locations, and there is an edge from a node x to a node y if x may contain a pointer to y. Informally, Andersen’s analysis begins with some initial points-to relationships and closes the graph under the rule:

For an assignment $$e_1 = e_2$$, anything in the points-to set for $$e_2$$ must also be in the points-to set for $$e_1$$.  

[5]}
Figure 16: Example points-to graph

Figure 16 shows the points-to graph computed by Andersen’s analysis for the following simple C program:

```c
int a = &b;
int a = &c;
int a = &d;
```

Note that these points-to graphs are different from the constraint graphs discussed in this paper. Points-to graphs can be constructed from the least solution of the constraints.

A.1 Formulation using Set Constraints

Andersen’s set formulation of points-to graphs consists of a set of abstract locations \( \{l_1, \ldots, l_n\} \), together with set variables \( X_{l_1}, \ldots, X_{l_n} \) denoting the set of locations pointed to by \( l_1, \ldots, l_n \). The example in Figure 16 has the set formulation:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_i &= \{l_i, l_3\} \\
X_b &= \{l_1\} \\
X_c &= \{l_2\}
\end{align*}
\]

The association between a location \( l_i \) and its points-to set \( X_{l_i} \) is implicit in Andersen’s formulation and results in an ad-hoc resolution algorithm. In [7], a different formulation makes this association explicit and enables the use of a generic set constraint solver. Locations are modeled by pairing location names and points-to set variables with a constructor \( \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}) \) akin to reference types in languages like ML [18].

Unlike the type system of ML, which is equality-based, we need inclusion constraints. It is well known that subtyping of references is unsound in the presence of update operations (e.g., Java arrays [10]). A sound approach is to turn inclusions between references into equality for their contents: \( \text{ref}(X) \subseteq \text{ref}(Y) \Rightarrow X = Y \).

This technique can be adapted to a purely inclusion-based system. We intuitively treat a reference \( l_i \) as an object with a location name and two methods \( \text{get} : X_{l_i} \rightarrow \text{void} \) and \( \text{set} : X_{l_i} \rightarrow \text{void} \), where the points-to set of the location acts both as the range of the \( \text{get} \) function and the domain of the \( \text{set} \) function. Updating a location corresponds to applying the \( \text{set} \) function to the new value. Dereferencing a location corresponds to applying the \( \text{get} \) function.

Translating this intuition, we add a third argument to the \( \text{ref} \) constructor that corresponds to the domain of the \( \text{set} \) function, and is thus contravariant. A location \( l_i \) is then represented by \( \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \) (to improve readability we overline contravariant arguments). To update an unknown location \( \tau \) with a set \( T \), it suffices to add a constraint \( \tau \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 3, T \rangle \). For example, if \( \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \subseteq \tau \), then the transitive constraint \( \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 3, T \rangle \) is equivalent to \( T \subseteq X_{l_i} \) (due to contravariance), which is the desired effect. Dereferencing is analogous, but involves the covariant points-to set of the \( \text{ref} \) constructor.

\[
x : \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \quad \text{(Var)}
\]
\[
e : \tau \quad \text{(Addr)}
\]
\[
&: (\text{ref}(0, \tau, T) \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 2, T \rangle)
\]
\[
\text{set} : \tau \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 3, T \rangle \quad \text{(Deref)}
\]
\[
e_1 : \tau_1 \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 3, T_1 \rangle \quad \tau_2 \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 2, T_2 \rangle
\]
\[
\text{Asst} : T_2 \subseteq T_1, \quad \tau_1, \tau_2 \text{ fresh}
\]

Figure 17: Constraint generation for Andersen’s analysis

To formally express Andersen’s points-to graph, we must associate with each location \( l_i \) a set variable \( Y_{l_i} \) for the set of abstract location names \( Y_{l_i} \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 1, Y_{l_i} \rangle \) that constrains \( Y_{l_i} \) to be a superset of all names of locations in the points-to set \( X_{l_i} \). The points-to graph is then defined by the least solution for \( Y_{l_i} \). In our implementation we avoid using the location names \( l_i \) and the variables \( Y_{l_i} \), and instead derive the points-to graph directly from the constraints.

A.2 Constraint Generation

Figure 17 gives a subset of the constraint-generation rules for Andersen’s analysis. For the full set of rules, see [9]. The rules assign a set expression to each program expression and generate a system of set constraints as side conditions. The solution to the set constraints describes the points-to graph of the program. We write \( \tau \) for set expressions denoting locations. To avoid separate rules for L- and R-values, we infer sets denoting L-values for every expression. In (Var), the type \( \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \) associated with \( x \) therefore denotes the location of \( x \) and not its contents.

We briefly describe the other rules in Figure 17. The address-of operator (Addr) adds a level of indirection to its operand by adding a \( \text{ref} \) constructor. The dereferencing operator (Deref) does the opposite, removing a \( \text{ref} \) and making the fresh variable \( T \) a superset of the points-to set of \( \tau \). This is achieved through the projection operator \( \text{proj} \). The second constraint in the assignment rule (Asst) transforms the right-hand side \( \tau_2 \) from an L-value to an R-value \( T_2 \), as in (Deref) (recall these rules infer sets representing L-values).

The first constraint \( \tau_1 \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 3, T_1 \rangle \) makes \( T_1 \) a subset of the points-to set of \( \tau_1 \). The final constraint \( T_2 \subseteq T_1 \) expresses exactly the intuitive meaning of assignment: the points-to set \( T_1 \) of the left-hand side contains at least the points-to set \( T_2 \) of the right-hand side. For example, the first statement of Figure 16, \( a = &b \), generates the constraints \( \tau_1 = \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 3, T_1 \rangle \), and so \( T_1 \subseteq X_{l_i} \), and \( \tau_2 = \text{ref}(0, \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}), \ldots) \subseteq \text{proj} \langle \text{ref}, 2, T_2 \rangle \), and so \( \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \subseteq T_2 \). The final constraint \( T_2 \subseteq T_1 \) implies the desired effect, namely \( \text{ref}(l_i, X_{l_i}, \overline{X}_{l_i}) \subseteq X_{l_i} \).